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ABSTRACT

We developed the Model of Regulation to provide a vocabulary for comparing and analyzing collaboration practices
and tools in software engineering. This paper discusses the
model’s ability to capture how individuals self-regulate their
own tasks and activities, how they regulate one another, and
how they achieve a shared understanding of project goals and
tasks. Using the model, we created an “action-oriented” instrument that individuals, teams, and organizations can use
to reflect on how they regulate their work and on the various
tools they use as part of regulation. We applied this instrument to two industrial software projects, interviewing one or
two stakeholders from each project. The model allowed us
to identify where certain processes and communication channels worked well, while recognizing friction points, communication breakdowns, and regulation gaps. We believe this
model also shows potential for application in other domains.
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INTRODUCTION

Software engineering involves the shared expertise and effort of multiple stakeholders. It is a highly collaborative activity that brings different people together to produce something better than any participant could conceive of or produce
alone [24]. While software development emphasizes the creation of software assets, we recognize that the way individuals and teams learn to create, capture, collaborate, and manipulate domain artifacts, such as source code or specialized development tools, is an important contribution in its own right.
The tools used in software development can significantly impact the success of a project and influence how developers
learn and work together. For these reasons, practitioners and

researchers have proposed the creation of or improvements to
novel tools such as task trackers, configuration management
systems, and lightweight messaging tools [26, 14]. Recent
studies [42] have found that developers use a rich and complex constellation of communication and social tools in addition to their development tools. However, some researchers
argue that the tools developers use still do not adequately support collaboration: collaboration features have been added to
many tools as complementary components when they should
be at the core of the tool’s functionality [8].
Numerous empirical studies have tried to understand developer work practices and uncover models, theories, and frameworks that can be used to describe how developers collaborate and to help improve their tools. However, these models
do not adequately capture how development team members
“regulate” themselves, one another, and their projects. We
borrow the term “regulate” from the learning sciences to refer
to mindful processes developers engage in to determine what
tasks they need to complete and who should be involved, what
their goals are relative to those tasks, how they should meet
their goals, what domain knowledge needs to be manipulated,
and why they use a particular approach or tool. Software
engineering also involves dynamic informal learning where
participants, guided by their various interests, engage in task
coordination and the co-construction of knowledge. How this
multidimensional phenomena takes place needs to be investigated.
In this work, we compose a model—the Model of
Regulation—to capture how individuals self-regulate their
tasks, knowledge and motivation, how they regulate one another, and how they achieve a shared understanding of project
goals and tasks. We use this model to uncover regulation
work practices and understand why and how people use tools
to support regulation. The Model of Regulation borrows constructs from the learning sciences and computer supported
collaborative learning literature (CSCL) [17, 15, 30] and
adapts them for the software engineering domain.
Our goal in this paper is to describe a theoretical framework of regulation for gaining actionable insights on the constraints and affordances of collaboration practices and tools.
First, we discuss existing models of collaboration that have
been applied to software engineering and motivate the need
for the Model of Regulation. We describe the modes of regulation in collaborative development (self-, co-, and shared
regulation), the processes of regulation (Task Understanding,
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Goal Setting, Enacting, Monitoring & Evaluating, Adapting),
and present a classification system for tools based on their
support for regulation (e.g., Awareness Tools and Guiding
Systems). To describe the Model of Regulation, we use illustrative examples from modern collaborative software engineering projects and tools.
We also introduce a regulation instrument based on the Model
of Regulation—a set of questions that an individual on a
team-based software project can answer to help reflect on how
they and their team members regulate their work and the various tools they use to support their work practices. Through
this questionnaire, the Model of Regulation can be used by
both researchers and practitioners as a lens for understanding collaboration practices in a project and identifying how
well certain tools, processes, and communication channels
work, as well as for recognizing friction points, communication breakdowns, and regulation gaps.
This paper showcases the regulation instrument by applying
it to two industrial software projects: using the instrument
questions as an interview guide, we interviewed stakeholders
to learn more about their regulation practices and tools. We
show how the instrument (and indirectly, the model) can be
used to tell a “story” of the regulation processes in a project.
We also discuss how the instrument helped our interviewees
reflect on their regulation practices and tools and how they
could improve them. Our findings lend support for the theoretical framework as a means for diagnosing, documenting,
and guiding collaborative work practices and tool design for
researchers and practitioners.
BACKGROUND

Understanding collaboration and how it can be improved with
more effective processes and tools has been a longstanding
challenge in software engineering practice and research. Indeed, there are many different frameworks and models of
collaboration, each of which considers different contexts and
viewpoints and plays an important role in describing collaboration processes. For example, MoCA [27] is a conceptual
framework for characterizing the underlying context where
collaboration takes place, however, this focus on understanding the context (such as size of the group) does not bring
insights on how collaboration occurs nor how it can be improved.
In the following, we discuss some of the more popular models
that have been or could be applied to the software engineering
domain with the purpose of describing and improving collaboration. We review models that are technology-centric, followed by a review of models that focus on characterizing the
processes and participants involved. (Note that an extended
review of these models is provided in a thesis [1].) We then
propose how our Model of Regulation can complement the
existing models and why it is an important contribution.
Technology-centric collaboration models

In the early days of CSCW, the emphasis was on designing
tools needed to support collaboration rather than on understanding practices or developing theories [2]. Thus it is not
surprising that the first models were focused on classifying
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systems and tool features. During this time, the term groupware was coined and frequently used to describe collaborative
technologies [10].
One of the most widely used taxonomies to classify
groupware—which was proposed by the CSCW research
community—is Johansen’s time-space matrix [23]. He suggested that all collaboration technologies can be classified on
two dimensions: time and space. The space dimension can be
collocated or distributed, while the time dimension can represent synchronous or asynchronous communication. This matrix was later considered to be incomplete and attempts were
made to extend it by adding predictability [12] and additional
space dimension states [6].
In the software engineering domain, Cook’s 2004 work [4] reviewed existing collaboration tools and classified them based
on their support for design, development, management, and
inspection. In 2007, Whitehead [46] introduced a tool classification with four categories: model-based collaboration
tools (for creating models and artifacts for the different phases
of the software development life cycle), process support tools
(process-centered software development), awareness tools
(informal information), and collaboration infrastructure or
collaborative development environments.
Striving to understand collaboration through tools was a good
initial step, however, collaboration is a complex activity that
cannot be improved by just upgrading technologies. It is also
difficult to productively collaborate when what collaboration
consists of is still undefined. Moreover, as software development has become more distributed and dynamic, the community has experienced a proliferation of technologies—we
now have such a vast array of computer-based tools that it is
hard to list and even more challenging to classify them given
their hybrid and changing nature. Nowadays, understanding
how developers collaborate by considering the tools they use
is similar to trying to understand how a chef cooks by reviewing the tools used in a modern high-end kitchen.
The inadequacy of using technology-centric approaches to
understand collaboration was noticed by researchers who
then tried to understand collaboration from a more processcentric approach. We describe these models next.
Towards characterizing collaboration processes and participants

As far back as 1991, Ellis et al. [10] investigated computersupported group interactions and suggested three key areas that require attention when studying collaborative work:
Communication, Collaboration, and Coordination. Their
analysis provided the basis for a widely used framework: the
3C Model. In this model, Communication refers to the exchange of knowledge within a group and allows for the coordination of group tasks. Coordination refers to the awareness of and agreements made regarding tasks to be completed
through team interactions, as well as any overhead (e.g., planning) that is necessary for the Collaboration effort itself [10].
Later, Gerosa et al. [11] suggested that the 3C Model be
amended to include Awareness: “an understanding of the
activities of others, which provides a context for your own
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activity.” [7] Although the 3C Model has been used primarily to evaluate collaboration tools in software development
(e.g., [46, 31, 39]), it represents one of the first approaches
allowing for an analysis of collaboration processes.

the knowledge that is manipulated, refined, and created by
the collaborative activity. Moreover, we need to understand
the motivations that drive the participants’ intent (why participants do what they do).

Van der Hoek et al. [44] explored the notion of Continuous
Coordination for leveraging the benefits from both formal
(process-based) and informal (awareness-based) approaches.
The underlying principle is that humans cannot and must not
have their method of collaboration dictated, but instead they
should be flexibly supported with formal and informal tools
that they can use as they see fit.

Studying only a subset of these collaboration components is
not comprehensive enough to understand the phenomena. For
example, the Transactive Memory System (TMS) approach
can be used to explain how people who perform activities
together (e.g., family members, teammates, organizations)
create a shared store of knowledge [45]. TMS effectively
helps one make sense of how teams manipulate and create
knowledge [49], [28], however, it emphasizes the cognitive
aspects at the expense of other components of collaboration,
such as the motivation for using certain tools or practices.
Likewise, the 3C Model, the Continuous Coordination framework, and the PSP and TSP approaches presented earlier emphasize activities, methods, and participants, but do not study
the knowledge shared and the participants’ motivations. Similarly, other models of collaboration focus only on a subset of
components, arriving at a partial understanding of collaboration.

Collaboration has also been studied extensively in free and
open source projects. Crowston et al. [5] investigated how
to improve work team effectiveness through the application
of Continuous Coordination principles and the alignment
of task dependencies, team structures, resources, tool support, and actors. Additionally, Crowston et al. emphasized
that additional work is sometimes required to deal with coordination issues. Likewise, Scacchi’s [36] study of four
OSS communities highlighted eight informal practices that
are key for developing in OSS and showed how they are different from traditional software development. Other studies
of FOSS projects have described development processes [37]
as well as investigated conflict resolution and strategies for
promoting collaboration in the GNU enterprise project [9]
and Netbeans.org community [22]. These findings go beyond
OSS as commercial projects and organizations have started
adopting OSS-like practices and workflows [25]. Moreover,
Kalliamvakou et al. found that industrial developers also use
GitHub pull requests as critical coordination points between
individual work and their team [25].
Olson and Olson [32] suggested that distributed teams should
be explored from three different levels: the individual, the
manager, and the organization. This distinction between
individual and team and the importance of the individual’s
role in a collaborative effort was further emphasized by Watts
Humphrey, a software engineer who developed the Personal
Software Process (PSP) to provide structure to and increase
quality in the work of an individual developer [18, 19]. PSP
eventually became the foundation for the Team Software Process (TSP), an adaptation of the framework aimed to provide
guidance for development teams while maintaining high productivity and quality [20]. One of the main strengths of this
methodology is its applicability: it provides structured support for development activities by recommending methods
and metrics that allow performance to be analyzed and quantified. However, this methodology focuses on the improvement of productivity and quality through quantitative methods, not on the analysis or understanding of collaboration.
Motivation for using a “regulation lens” to study collaboration in software development

Collaboration is a complex activity that involves multiple
components. To describe and analyze collaboration, we must
study the tasks involved (what is being done), the participants
in the activity (who is interacting), the methods and strategies
used to achieve the goals (how participants collaborate), and
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One important aspect of collaboration that is not sufficiently
considered by other models is learning, both in terms of
the assets to be created and how tasks and collaboration activities are conducted. Learning—or the appropriation of
knowledge—is enabled not only by formal learning where
specific goals are set (e.g., taking courses, reading books),
but also by informal learning where knowledge is acquired
through impromptu processes and ongoing participation (e.g.,
learning by experience). Continuous learning is facilitated
by the way we regulate our past experiences and interpretation of the context, which allows us to see the results of our
current actions and make strategic decisions to achieve our
goals. Software engineering projects are informal learning
environments and a particularly salient context for the emergence of regulation because they often involve multiple distributed stakeholders, their evolution is fluid and flexible, and
they challenge conventional notions of a fixed or externally
defined goal or product. For this reason, regulation is essential for success when managing multiple goals, integrating
code development in cohesive ways, documenting intent and
explaining progress, and maintaining awareness of personal
and collective activity.
We propose that concepts from the learning sciences’ theory
of regulated learning offer a new and promising perspective
for collaboration in software engineering. Regulation is multifaceted as it not only refers to the tasks involved and their
participants, but it also refers to the methods and strategies
used, the knowledge manipulated, and the motivations for the
participants’ actions. We argue that it is important to understand how individuals and teams regulate—plan, monitor,
evaluate, and adapt—their activities in order to improve their
processes and tools. Next, we describe the Model of Regulation and its application to the software engineering domain.
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THE MODEL OF REGULATION FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

The Model of Regulation builds on the “theory of regulated
learning” which contains concepts for understanding how
learners strategically appropriate knowledge in their learning
activities [47]. According to this theory, regulation is a key
component of the learning process as it concerns how people
make strategic decisions in the face of change. Changes can
be either external (an activity has not provided the expected
results) or internal (new ideas on how to approach a task have
emerged), and they trigger an action that an individual must
respond to strategically. Regulatory episodes occur in phases
when people attempt to understand a task, set goals, perform
strategic actions or engage in a task, and adapt their current
and future work. These phases are described by Winnie et
al. [47, 48] as processes that support regulated learning (such
as Task Understanding and Goal Setting).
As people tend to learn together as well as contribute to common projects, the study of regulated learning was extended
to collaborative settings by Hadwin et al.’s [15] investigation
of the modes of regulation beyond self-regulation. While
looking into these social forms of regulated learning (co- and
shared), Hadwin and colleagues found that individuals lack
the skills required to regulate themselves, which prevents a
group’s collaborative potential from being fulfilled [16, 21].
This work has led to an increased focus on harnessing technology and tools to guide and support individual and group
regulated learning processes in order to help people be more
productive and meet their goals. In particular, Hadwin and
colleagues introduced a tool classification system that labels
a tool’s support for regulation [16, 21].
We introduce the Model of Regulation and describe how it
combines the modes of regulation, regulation processes and
regulation tool support, and how these components work together to activate regulation. Moreover, we propose that the
Model of Regulation helps document the collaboration life
cycle and can be used to compose a prescription for productive work. In particular, the model provides a vocabulary for
the different processes and strategic decisions required in a
collaborative activity, and includes a sequential guide that
suggests the order in which these items should occur.
The Model of Regulation presented in this paper went
through several iterations as we applied it to an earlier study
that attempted to describe the collaboration experienced by
the Neo4J open source development community1 . During this
two-phase case study, we analyzed Neo4J’s three main communication channels—GitHub, Stack Overflow, and Google
Groups—for traces of regulation over a four-month period.
We do not discuss the Neo4J case study in this paper because
its goal was to gain an understanding of how users regulate an
open source development project, not to evaluate the model.
Yet the case study helped expose the model’s applicability to
software engineering (and gaps) so we could adapt its processes. This paper presents the adapted model, while details
on the case study are presented in a thesis [1].
1 http://neo4j.com/open-source-project
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In the following, we discuss the learning sciences constructs
that led to the Model of Regulation and the adaptations that
were made in order to cover all possible units of collaboration
that one sees in modern development (e.g., software engineering teams, projects, organizations, and communities). Later,
we discuss how these concepts have evolved from the learning sciences to the software engineering domain, showcasing
examples to illustrate how the Model of Regulation can be
applied in software engineering.
Before describing the components of the model, it is important to note the following points about regulation:
1. Regulation is multifaceted. It is not just about behaviors/actions, it is also about perceptions of behavior, knowing, motivations, climate, etc.
2. Regulation assumes human agency. Individuals and team
members exercise their capacity to make choices about
tasks, situations, and other factors (e.g., teammates).
3. Regulation is a cyclical adaptation where a set of contingencies (goals, plans, actions) shift and evolve over time
in response to people monitoring and evaluating themselves and others. When challenging situations arise, people strive to adjust and optimize success, drawing from a
range of internal and external resources (e.g., people, tools,
technologies).
4. Regulation draws from our socio-historical past. We are
never a blank slate—we bring knowledge and mental models of tasks, tools, domains, and teams to new work situations, and these beliefs continue to develop over time.
5. Regulation is socially situated and involves a dynamic interplay between tasks, contexts, people, and communities
that create and constrain opportunities for planning, doing,
and reflecting on what we do.
Modes of regulation

The Model of Regulation includes three modes of regulation:
self-regulation, co-regulation, and shared regulation.
Self-regulation refers to an individual’s processes with respect to a task. For instance, if a developer is trying to fix a
bug, one strategic decision they face is to decide if they are
going to understand the nature of the bug by consulting the
logs or looking directly at the source code. In a collaborative
setting, self-regulation is always required but is insufficient
by itself. When collaborating, participants must make individual efforts towards a common goal—each person defines
their own assessment of the problem at hand and the possible solutions. However, social processes are also required to
achieve consensus and unified agreement, gradually refining
each other’s perceptions and leading to a shared understanding among members.
When exercised by participants, co-regulation refers to the
recognition of each other’s perspectives and the alignment
of ideas regarding the tasks to be completed. However, coregulation is afforded and constrained by the complete social
context, including people, tools, technologies, and practices.
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When collaborating, this mode of regulation indicates how individual strategic responses are modeled by the participants’
interactions within the social context. It should be noted that
the term “participant” is used here as a reference to a member of the group regardless of their role or their location in the
personnel hierarchy. The purpose of co-regulation is to provide temporary meta-cognitive support for planning, monitoring, and evaluating, where individual team members or entire
groups support or influence the regulation processes for one
or more members [33, 17]. For instance, discussions among
developers can help detect individual misunderstandings regarding a task or can help improve individual work plans.
Continual dialog between users and developers can prevent
the creation of false expectations about a product and keep
people updated about the latest use cases.

an individual developer, interactions between developers, and
simultaneous work on the same task, respectively. However,
the focus of their study was limited to tool support and the
creation of Guzzi’s model was a way to explain the levels of
support provided by the tool. As far as we know, no further
attempt was made to understand the role of these interactions
in collaborative software development.
Processes of regulation

As mentioned above, the Model of Regulation also includes
processes related to the strategic decisions required to perform a task. In particular, regulation in software engineering
consists of five interconnected processes (c.f. Fig. 2):

Finally, shared regulation involves joint control of a task
through shared (negotiated), iterative fine-tuning of cognitive,
behavioral, motivational, and emotional conditions/states as
needed. Strategic decisions within this scope are intended
to affect the group as a unit, for example, when a participant
suggests the creation of a shared calendar to facilitate meeting
scheduling and other members reply with approbatory comments that contribute to further development of the initiative.
The mode of regulation active at a given time is defined by
the executed action. For instance, when the purpose is to
affect one’s processes, self-regulation is in play. If individual processes remain the target but the action is initiated by
other participants, then co-regulation is taking place. If the
desire is to realign or adapt joint processes and the action is
collectively promoted by members, shared regulation is involved. The relationships between the three modes of regulation (self-, co-, and shared) are bidirectional, as depicted in
Fig. 1. Good self-regulatory skills contribute to richer experiences in the collaborative context, and co- and shared regulation are social processes that also provide feedback about
individual regulation [34].

Figure 1. Modes of regulation in the Model of Regulation.

We note that regulation is experienced during every aspect of
collaboration, so it is likely that participants engage in multiple cycles of regulation during a collaborative activity. Regulation can be applied to behavior (e.g., strategic actions, goals,
plans), motivation (e.g., user motivation), cognition (e.g., task
knowledge, self-knowledge, strategy knowledge), and emotion.
Interestingly, these three strategic activities—or modes
of regulation—have already been identified to some degree as “interaction levels” by software engineering researchers [14]. Guzzi et al. named them as individual work,
coordination, and collaboration to represent the activities of
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Figure 2. Processes of regulation in the Model of Regulation. Solid arrows represent outcomes going out of the process, while dashed arrows
indicate feedback going into the process.

Task Understanding: As part of this process, individuals define their general perceptions of the task at hand and foresee
the way participants will contribute to the completion of the
task [35]. In software engineering, the Task Understanding
process defines how participants invest time to think about
the requirements, purpose, scope, social context and responsibilities, and roles with respect to the task or project. Together, these represent the comprehension or understanding
of a project. More importantly, Task Understanding in software engineering is constantly influenced and shaped by different stakeholders and external communities. Monetary interests can change the purpose of a project and user feature
requests can modify initial requirements. Also, an external
community or a company working on a similar product for
the same market represent a direct competition that can alter
the comprehension of one’s project.
Goal Setting: As part of this process, individuals establish
a work plan, including strategies to motivate and engage participants [43]. In software engineering, a work plan usually
documents measurable goals, task standards (e.g., deadlines,
acceptable levels of product quality), and resource allocations
(technological and human resources). It also covers strategies
and tools to support collaboration, including resources to accomplish tasks (e.g., definition of programming languages),
acquire information (e.g., project wiki, discussions on virtual
channels, books), and facilitate collaboration (e.g., selecting
communication technologies, hosting services).
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Enacting: With this process, group members follow the
guidelines defined in the work plan. For example, developers follow code standards like adding documentation within
the code and on the project wiki. Participants make proper
use of the established communication channels and use the
selected tool for version control. They also implement strategies to stay motivated and engaged in the task (e.g., reward
systems). For some projects, we see that some or even all of
these project parameters are prescribed in their work plans.
Monitoring and Evaluating: As part of this process, group
members monitor performance and preliminary outcomes
and compare them against goals to detect misalignments.
Monitoring and Evaluating is an important activity in software engineering and a key to success in many cases. Because of software development’s dynamic nature, developers
not only monitor progress, they also constantly scan their environments to ensure project requirements and scope have not
changed.
Adapting: As part of this process, group members make
purposeful changes in any of the previous processes because
their preliminary outcomes are not as expected—sources of
misalignment between the expected and actual outcomes are
identified, revised, and adapted. For example, a particular
programming language may be selected for a project because
it offers strong support for creating the kinds of artifacts that
are relevant to the project (e.g., in the case of Neo4J, programming support for graphs was important). However, when
the implementation begins, developers experience problems
with the selected language. In this case, a strategic decision
about the choice of language is required: they may change
the choice of language or determine they need more training
with the selected language. In either case, they adapt their
goals or tasks accordingly. It should be noted that the Adapting process is often not sequential and can occur over any of
the other regulation processes as required.

not aligned with the understanding of a project or the preliminary outcomes from enacting a task are not aligned with the
plan, the Monitoring and Evaluating process triggers a strategic decision through the Adapting process as this process provides input for any processes that require revision so an update can be performed. For example, a software project’s customers requesting new features or changing their minds about
existing features is more often a rule than an exception. These
frequent changes in project requirements lead to changes in
the project’s Task Understanding, Goal Setting, and Enacting
processes.
Now if a task is to be performed by an individual, then regulation processes (e.g., Task Understanding, Goal Setting) only
occur at the individual level: self-regulation. However, if a
task represents a collaborative activity to be performed by
multiple people, then the regulatory processes start at the individual level (self-regulation), expand to include participant
interactions (co-regulation), and finally are executed within
the entire unit of collaboration (shared regulation). For example, developers approach a collaborative software development project by individually trying to understand the project’s
requirements and how they will contribute to the final product
(self-regulation of Task Understanding). Eventually, formal
and informal communication that occurs between developers will help them refine their individual understanding of the
project (co-regulation of Task Understanding), which will allow the group members to achieve a shared understanding of
the project (shared-regulation of Task Understanding). That
is, each cycle of regulatory process occurs within the three
modes of regulation. Figure 3 illustrates how the regulation
processes are activated.

Activating the regulation processes

We have described the different processes that occur in regulation, but we have not covered how one process leads to
another during collaborative work. Next, we discuss how the
regulation processes activate each other.
For any given task, Task Understanding is executed first as
individuals must first understand what they are required to do
and what the work implies, regardless of whether the task is
given or self-assigned. Note that Task Understanding is influenced by more than one entity, including customers, stakeholders, and external communities. Just before moving into
Goal Setting, the Monitoring and Evaluating process is initiated with the preliminary results from the Task Understanding
process. Next, individuals move to define a work plan in Goal
Setting and the active process of Monitoring and Evaluating
ensures the plan is aligned with the project understanding.
Then, individuals are ready to execute the plan in Enacting.
Again, the active process of Monitoring and Evaluating takes
the preliminary outcomes of this activity and compares them
to the established work plan from Goal Setting and the project
understanding results from Task Understanding. If outcomes
are not aligned in any comparison, for example, if the plan is
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Figure 3. Activation of the regulation processes in the Model of Regulation. Solid arrows represent outcomes of the process, while dashed
arrows indicate feedback going into the process.

Regulation tool support

Our Model of Regulation further articulates how computerbased tools can be used to support self-, co-, and shared regulation. Next, we describe the different categories of regulation tool support. Their contribution to self-, co-, and shared
regulation depends on the scope of the information and the
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way it is presented to the user. For instance, GitHub issues
can be used for self-regulation when they are created as selfreminders, they can be used for co-regulation when they are
created and assigned as a to-do for someone else, or issues
can promote shared regulation when created as an open request for everyone in the group.
Structuring Support refers to approaches that aim to guide
interactions by designing or scripting a situation before it
begins [38]. Structuring support consists of roles, scripts,
and prompts. Roles are functions intentionally assigned to
each member of the team (e.g., designer, developer, or tester),
while scripts are a list of steps that suggest the correct order
of activities required to complete a bigger task. For example,
the life cycle of a software development project may require
the following order of general activities: requirements gathering, design, implementation, and evaluation. A script could
provide a list of activities that need to be performed with a detailed set of steps for each phase. Finally, prompts are messages that can be delivered to the team to provide hints and
suggestions about correct processes for a particular activity.
For instance, when code changes are made, a prompt can remind the developer to register the changes in the team’s wiki
or notify other team members. We showcase a few examples
of how structuring support could be provided in a development team’s toolset in Fig. 4.

ual contributions using color cues in a timeline matrix, Trello
shows advances on a plan using a progress bar, WakaTime
shows statistics of activities using graphs, and Codealike
uses visualizations to analyze time invested in developmentrelated activities (e.g., coding, debugging). The mirroring
features of these tools are illustrated in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Examples of mirroring support tools that reflect individual or
collective actions by summarizing data: Trello’s progress bar (top left);
WakaTime graphs (top right) show a) total logged time, b) time dedicated to different projects, c) today’s logged time, and d) distribution of
programming languages; Codealike visualizations (bottom left) show a)
distribution of activities and b) statistics and total time per activity; and
GitHub’s frequency of contributions timeline matrix (bottom right).

Awareness Tools is a similar category to mirroring support except that it allows for self-comparison or comparisons between group members. For instance, an awareness
tool that invites co-regulation will be restricted to comparisons between a small set of members, while shared regulation requires simultaneous performance analysis of the whole
group. Potential examples of awareness tools include a visualization presenting individual timeline graphs per contributing member (as shown in Fig. 6), or a visualization showing
the lines of code introduced by each member.
Figure 4. Examples of structuring support. Scripts (top left) refer to a
list of steps shown in the format of If-Then rules. Roles (bottom left)
define functions and responsibilities of a member with respect to a task.
iDoneThis emails (shown on the right) give an example of prompts (messages) that provide hints about correct processes for a particular task.

Mirroring Support refers to mechanisms that reflect individual or collective actions by gathering and summarizing
data [38]. An example of mirroring support used for selfregulation shows individual actions as a summary of activities, with completed tasks distinguished by color or some
other cue. When used to support social modes of regulation,
mirroring support can be achieved with a visualization such
as a pie chart or a timeline graph that shows aggregated contributions. In this case, the visualization supports a shared
understanding of the group perspective and creates context
for shared regulation. Several software development environments provide views to highlight such information. For example, GitHub’s profile page shows the frequency of individ-
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Guiding Systems are programs that behave like a virtual
presence, interpreting data and providing instructions when
issues in the collaboration process are detected. For instance,
a guiding system that sends reminders of an individual’s
pending work helps with self-regulatory processes. A guiding system that shows visualizations of ideas not picked up
during previous group discussions supports shared regulation.
Guiding system support in software engineering is relatively
new and is mostly provided in the form of “bots” or “conversational bots” integrated into tools used by developers. In
fact, the increased adoption of bots by developer teams [41]
demonstrates the potential for bots in guiding collaboration.
Next, we show how this model can be used to gain further
understanding of today’s collaborative practices and tools.
THE MODEL OF REGULATION IN ACTION

Processes of regulation (e.g., Enacting, Adapting) describe
the set of strategic decisions that must be made while per-
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Figure 6. An example of awareness support provided by GitHub. Awareness support refers to mirroring mechanisms that also allow for selfcomparisons or comparisons between group members. Here, individual
contributions to a GitHub repository are plotted on a timeline per member and presented in a two-column format.

forming a task, while the modes of regulation (self-, co-, and
shared regulation) indicate the scope of each regulatory cycle. In this part of the paper, we show one way of applying
the Model of Regulation by transforming it into an actionoriented instrument for practitioners and researchers.
Creating the instrument

To demonstrate how the theoretical framework can be used,
we developed an instrument—a questionnaire based on the
Model of Regulation—that aims to assist in investigating the
collaboration practices of individuals and groups. The goal of
this instrument is to provide a contextually sensitive diagnosis of the regulatory strengths in a collaboration activity and
reveal potential areas for improvement in terms of working
processes, communication channels, and tool use.
The questionnaire was created and refined over a series of iterations. First, we used the Model of Regulation to define
a set of questions that referred to all regulation modes and
processes. Then, two domain experts (one from the learning sciences and one from software engineering) ensured the
questionnaire fit the model and validated that the vocabulary
was clear and appropriate for software engineers. Finally, two
pilot interviews led to the rewording of one of the questions
(this version of the instrument is shown in Table 1). In bold,
we highlight the processes of regulation followed by a short
definition. In subsequent rows, we identify the mode and
scope of regulation: self-regulation refers to individual processes; co-regulation describes how individual strategic responses are modeled by the participants’ interactions within
their social context; and shared regulation refers to the joint
processes experienced by the group. Questions shown in normal font are designed to ask about the existence of the activity, while questions in italic font inquire about the documentation and tool support they create or use, respectively.

development—these are not the same as the pilot interviews
used to create the instrument. First, we interviewed a software engineer with approximately four years of experience
in software development (referred to as P1). At the time of
the interview, P1 had been working as a co-op developer and
UX designer for a large technology provider for a period of
seven months. All development-related tasks were of a collaborative nature and the work setting was completely virtual
as the team was distributed. P1 worked with a team of around
twenty people on the development of low-level components
of a management system. Next, we interviewed the CEO and
the CTO of a start-up software company (referred to as P2
and P3, respectively)—both were interviewed together. Their
company consisted of sixteen people who work co-located on
the design and implementation of referral program software.
Using the instrument as a guide, the interviews allowed us
to construct a rich profile of collaboration practices for each
case. We present the resulting profiles in the form of a table,
one for each regulation process. We summarize the findings
and observations for both cases side by side (P1’s interview
in the left column of each table, and P2 and P3’s interview in
the right column of each table). For the sake of brevity, we
describe our observations for only two of the processes: Task
Understanding and Monitoring & Evaluating (see Tables 2
and 3), while the others are included as an appendix to this
paper. Further discussion is presented in a thesis [1].
Reflection on the Task Understanding process

The Task Understanding process refers to the way participants and teams approach a task and how they achieve consensus regarding what needs to be done. Through the application of the instrument, we revealed that geographic distances [3] define how Task Understanding is experienced by
individuals and teams, as illustrated in Table 2.
Interviewees of both projects recognize the critical value of
being aware and having a shared understanding of the tasks
to be executed. However, their methods and strategies to
achieve and ensure team consensus differ due to their physical settings. P1’s team does not have many opportunities
for informal communication so they have to rely on tool support, which is reflected in the large number of tools and variety of features they use. They expend extensive effort selecting technologies, coordinating the sharing of knowledge,
and gaining and maintaining awareness of projects. For this
team, the questionnaire helped elicit a friction point that concerns the lack of commitment from some members to make
that extra effort to communicate and share knowledge.
P2 and P3’s team is co-located and their alignment of ideas
with respect to tasks naturally occurs in their daily communication (formal or informal). In this case, tools are used to
persist information and to keep a record of the agreements
made, rather than just for supporting team interactions (as in
the case of P1).
Reflection on the Monitoring and Evaluating process

Using the instrument to reveal work practices and tools

After creating the instrument, we conducted interviews with
three developers currently engaged in collaborative software
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In software engineering projects, participants constantly
monitor and evaluate their progress against work plans and
expected results, as well as against changes in their project
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Task Understanding

Unifying perceptions about the project/task at hand. Project comprehension or understandings include: requirements, purpose, scope, social context, and roles and responsibilities of participants with respect to the task.
Self-regulation: Individual
Do you take the time to understand the task at hand and the project within its particular context? Where is it documented?
Co-regulation: Interactions
Do you discuss your project comprehension with other team members and search for the alignment of ideas? Where are
those discussions documented?
Shared regulation: Group
Does the group hold discussions and reach agreement about their project understanding? Is the result of group discussions documented and available to all members? Where is it?
Goal Setting
Establishing a work plan, which includes goals, task standards (e.g., deadlines, product quality), resource allocation, strategies, methods, and tools to support collaboration and task performance.
Self-regulation: Individual
Do you define a personal work plan? Where is it documented?
Co-regulation: Interactions
Do you help other team members define or improve their personal work plans? Is the outcome of these conversations
documented? Where?
Shared regulation: Group
As a group, do you define and agree on a group work plan? Does the group document the agreement about the work
plan and make it available for all members? Where?
Enacting
Following the plan while providing support for motivational engagement.
Plan execution: Following the plan
Self-regulation: Individual
Do you follow your personal work plan?
Co-regulation: Interactions
Do you support other team members in executing their work plans?
Shared regulation: Group
Does the group follow the work plan as defined? I.e., the group effectively uses collaboration strategies, methods, and
computer-based tools as selected in the work plan.
Motivational engagement: Implementing strategies for staying motivated and engaged
Self-regulation: Individual
Do you implement strategies to stay motivated and engaged in the face of challenges?
Co-regulation: Interactions
Do you help other team members stay motivated and engaged during plan execution?
Shared regulation: Group
As a group, do you discuss and agree on strategies for staying motivated and engaged in challenging situations?
Monitoring and Evaluating
Tracking and assessment of project comprehension and the work plan.
Checking progress against expected results and work plan.
Self-regulation: Individual
Do you monitor and evaluate whether the outcome of your work is aligned with your project understanding and work
plan? Where are the results of your evaluation documented?
Co-regulation: Interactions
Do you help other team members monitor and evaluate whether the outcome of their work is aligned with their project
understanding and work plan? Is the result of these conversations documented? Where?
Shared regulation: Group
As a group, do you hold discussions to monitor and evaluate whether the outcome of the work is aligned with the group’s
project understanding and work plan? Where is the outcome of discussions documented and available for all members?
Checking the project understanding and work plan are up to date. (I.e., verify that the project requirements are still the
same, check that your responsibilities with respect to the project have not changed).
Self-regulation: Individual
Do you monitor and evaluate changes in your project understanding and work plan? Where did you document the
changes detected (if any)?
Co-regulation: Interactions
Do you help other team members monitor and evaluate changes in their project understanding and work plan? Where is
the result of this evaluation documented?
Shared regulation: Group
Does the group hold discussions to monitor and evaluate changes in the group’s project understanding and work plan?
Where are these discussions documented and available for all members?
Adapting
Refining the work plan based on partial outcomes or changes in the project understanding.
Self-regulation: Individual
Do you adapt your work plan when the outcome was not as expected or when your project understanding changed?
Where did you document the changes to the original plan and the reasons behind these changes?
Co-regulation: Interactions
Do you help other team members adapt their work plans when the outcome was not as expected or when their project
understanding changed? Where did you document the discussions about these adaptations?
Shared regulation: Group
As a group, do you adapt your work plan when the outcome was not as expected or when the group’s project understanding changed? Where did you document the modifications to the original plan and the reasons behind these changes?
Table 1. Instrument to profile collaboration: a questionnaire based on the Model of Regulation that helps elicit collaboration practices and tool support
from individuals and teams.

understanding. Checking progress is different from, for example, checking if the project requirements have changed.
However, in the case of P1, their requirements change frequently (often within a couple of hours) and plans are constantly modified, meaning no plan is ever complete or stable.
As a result, P1 and their team continually monitor and evaluate both the expected results and the changes to task understanding at the same time. This can be seen in the left column
of Table 3. In this situation, the instrument helped reveal a
friction point that arose from the abrupt and quick changes
to plans that cause team members to put too much effort into
monitoring progress and in keeping up with changes.
In the case of P2 and P3, the team also experiences modifications to their work plans, customers change requirements,
and approaches they use do not always work out as expected.
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However, these changes are often distributed over time which
makes it easier for the team to clearly distinguish between
monitoring and evaluating their progress against the planned
results with monitoring and evaluating changes to their task
understanding.
Interestingly, all reflections on the processes of regulation for
both projects share the following pattern. For P1, the model
(through the instrument) was a mechanism to frame their collaboration friction points. While for P2 and P3, the model
allowed them to describe their practices and provided a theoretical foundation for their existing activities.
Reflection on the Model of Regulation

The application of the model allowed us to have a rich discussion about affordances and constraints of team collaboration
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Distributed Team Practices and Tool Support

Co-Located Team Practices and Tool Support

This team is geographically distributed and they find it difficult to engage with each other. Their virtual environment
presents extra challenges when trying to understand and
reflect on tasks. “There is no way you can just pop over the
cubicle and say ‘hey, what are you working on?’ ” [P1]
P1 makes sure to take the time needed to understand the task
at hand and create sketches of possible solutions.
Tools: Flowcharts, personal notes.
The team uses specific communication tools due to their geographic distribution.
Tools: Slack, Google Hangouts.

This team is co-located and routinely takes the time needed
to understand tasks because it is easy to discuss things in
person. However, they tend to dedicate less time to reflect
as task understanding is more routine and easy to engage
in.
P2 and P3 think about tasks before formulating a plan. They
create formal documentation if a task is perceived as complex.

The team holds video conference kick-off meetings shortly after starting a task. This usually fails because teammates do not
review the tasks ahead of time.
Tools: Slack (if the discussion is not overly complex), otherwise video calls through Google Hangouts. Formal documentation is created “if the task involves management and we are
going to need a reference in the future or it is the kind of task
that I can see us forgetting.” [P1] Documentation exists on the
company internal/external wiki or on Google Docs, depending
on the target audience.

The team discusses matters at a product start-up meeting,
which is the first meeting held with the team after a project
has been accepted.
Tools: Face-to-face discussions, Slack.
Collective understanding is achieved in group meetings. The
complexity of the project determines the length and number of
meetings—the more complex the project, the longer it takes
to reach consensus. Also, meetings can be internal or open
to stakeholders who “come in [to share] problems, what’s going on, and how customers are using the system.” [P2] Tools:
Slack is the main communication tool and the source of raw
documentation. Agreements are documented on Google Docs
where they usually have a document that captures the final
ideas and what was agreed on. “Quite often there’s sort of
a requirement sheet, but it’s not like a very strict format of requirements.” [P3]

Table 2. Task Understanding, the Model of Regulation in action: work practices and tool support of practitioners in two different organizations. P1
works on a distributed team and P2 & P3 work on a co-located team.

practices and tool support, which we share through the examples presented in this section (see the Appendix and Thesis [1]
for more details). Through the instrument, the Model of Regulation was presented to the interviewees, who found its common language to be useful: “Often we find that a common
language is what’s needed to have a constructive conversation. Once you build a language you can start talking about
how to move from one step to the other and how improving
what we’re doing in one step... we have a way to verbalize it
formally.” [P2]
P3 recognized that using the instrument to reflect on their
work practices and tool choices does not add new steps to
their daily work. It instead provides a mechanism to formalize and structure how they discuss their existing practices as
the concepts of the model were “something that you kinda understand at some level, like in an abstract way... when you see
[the model], you start to see how it fits with things you’ve already experienced.” Furthermore, P2 appreciated the ability
to formalize the modes of regulation (self-, co-, and shared)
because “it removes the ability to kinda escape ownership of
the work... some people are used to say[ing] ‘I don’t really
know my work plan, but my group’s got it figured it out, I’m
sure it’s fine’.”
More interestingly, P1 commented in a follow-up discussion
shortly after their interview that they had started thinking
about their collaboration issues in terms of the model. P1
used the vocabulary of the model learned from the interview
to describe the reasons for the friction and breakdowns they
experienced with their team. For example, P1 mentioned
that a coworker “was very bad at spending the least amount
of time possible to understand the task. They would automatically assume they understood exactly what needed to be
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done and would go off on their own and work away...usually
they had completely misunderstood the task.” P1 admits the
coworker “obviously had some sort of disconnect with task
understanding and it wound up costing a lot of time / resources.”
DISCUSSION

In this section, we first discuss how the concepts we combined into the Model of Regulation are interpreted and applied differently in a software engineering context compared
to a learning context. We also speculate how the model could
be applied to other knowledge worker domains. Next, we
look beyond the team to see how the model can be applied
at the organization or community level, areas where we feel
there is great potential.
As presented earlier, current collaboration models that have
been applied to software engineering emphasize only a particular subset of collaboration concerns. Our goal in composing
the Model of Regulation was to arrive at a model that considered more of the important dimensions of collaboration—
behavior, cognition, and motivation. We finally discuss how
this more comprehensive model provides the insights and vocabulary needed to capture the theoretical underpinnings of
why certain tools and practices are used.
From learning to software engineering and beyond

We borrowed and adapted regulation constructs from the
learning science domain and applied them to the software engineering domain. While learning is crucial for facilitating
the emergence of regulation in both domains, there are important differences in the way regulation is experienced (cf.
Winne and Hadwin [48]). In software engineering, tasks tend
to be more open-ended and evolve constantly. The complex
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Distributed Team Practices and Tool Support
Monitoring & Evaluating
Against expected results and work plan
Observation
The team finds it difficult to monitor and evaluate progress
as project scope is typically unknown and requirements
are constantly changing. “It’s weird because no one knows
anything, not even what the project is going to look like in a
month.” [P1]
Self-regulation
P1 monitors critical channels on Slack where developers, product owners, and people that make feature requests talk to “summarize all that into some sort of idea of what’s going on with
the application”. To make this monitoring task more efficient,
P1 configured Slack with a list of keywords so that they are
notified when any of those words are mentioned in a conversation.
Co-regulation
With keywords configured in Slack, P1 has created “a newsfeed for every time any of those things get mentioned”, which
allows them to easily get context around each notification and
jump in to provide direction if something wrong or incomplete
is detected in team conversations.
Shared regulation The size of a project can make it challenging to monitor, so P1
and the other product designers on the team strategically offload certain things between each other. “When talking to the
three of us, you can probably get a good idea of what the entire
picture of the project is.” [P1] In case changes are required, the
approach is top down: “Usually the big bosses decide what
they want changed, then the top managers talk about it. Then
they call the design team in and maybe two developers to ask
‘what do you guys think?’ Once we have an agreement, a new
plan is created.” [P1]
Of changes in project understanding or work plan
Observation
Due to the frequency of changes to requirements, the
team’s monitoring and evaluation of planned progress and
changes in task understanding occur at the same time.
Self-regulation
Same as the self-regulation mode in ‘Monitoring and Evaluating - Against expected results and work plan’.
Co-regulation

Same as the co-regulation mode in ‘Monitoring and Evaluating
- Against expected results and work plan’.

Shared regulation

Same as the shared-regulation mode in ‘Monitoring and Evaluating - Against expected results and work plan’.

Co-Located Team Practices and Tool Support

Team awareness is facilitated by computer-based tools,
which play a major role in collaboration. “Anyone in the
company can go and see in the [Waffle.io] board where the
project is, and that actually helps to reduce a lot of communication overhead.” [P2]
For P2 and P3, individual regulation is accomplished by monitoring the progress of others, which is perceived as a natural
task that takes place in every open conversation and meeting:
“It’s an implicit and unspoken process.” [P2]

The size and makeup of the team facilitates the monitoring of
tasks as “people are just interested in each other... we are still
a small team, most people know roughly the plan for anyone in
the project.” [P2]
P2 and P3 have a 3-dot system to monitor their projects. Once
a month “we report if [the project] is red, yellow, or green—
meaning ‘way off track’, ‘on track’, or ‘it’s done’.” [P2] At a
lower level, the team also uses Waffle.io to visualize the status
of their GitHub issues.

Open communication between teammates and stakeholders allows participants to stay in the loop as the understanding of the project evolves.
P2 and P3 continuously monitor changes in their task understanding. “Something comes up, and you react, and you keep
reacting.” [P2]
The team monitors and evaluates in an organic way as “the
conversations between two counterparts kind of naturally
leads to checking in with the understanding and plans.” [P3] In
addition, “we may review a project and then through that process discover ‘oh you just said something that sounds different
to me’, and we would follow up on that.” [P2]
Any new agreements are shared with the team and documented.

Table 3. Monitoring & Evaluating, the Model of Regulation in action: work practices and tool support of practitioners in two different organizations.
P1 works on a distributed team and P2 & P3 work on a co-located team. See Appendix for a summary of all processes.

nature of the tasks and knowledge manipulated as well as
the diversity of stakeholders involved and their motivations to
participate in projects vary widely. For instance, in the learning science domain, regulation has been studied only between
students, while in software engineering, we recognize a large
diversity of stakeholders that define the way regulation is experienced. Also, to study regulation processes (e.g., Task Understanding, Enacting) in software engineering contexts, the
typical characteristics of the domain artifacts manipulated in
each process needed to be identified. While the Task Understanding process in formal learning environments refers to
the comprehension of the tasks assigned, in software engineering, this process refers to the understanding of project requirements, project purpose, scope, social context, etc. These
differences appear to be rather subtle—or may appear to be
variations along a common continuum—but they forced us to
change the definitions of the modes and processes of regulation and to consider many different types of tools that support
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regulation in the software engineering domain (such as configuration management systems).
While the processes of regulation describe the steps one goes
through when facing a challenge, the modes (self-, co-, and
shared) allow us to reveal the different ways regulation is experienced and expose how these relate to and shape group
interactions. In the co-located group studied, the modes of
regulation allowed us to describe how, building on individual regulatory activities (self-regulation), team members refined their approaches through formal and informal interactions (co-regulation) to finally arrive at a form of group regulation (shared regulation). While with the distributed team,
the modes of regulation allowed us to discover how the lack
of individual regulatory actions on behalf of some members
affected the group’s overall performance.
These constructs—modes, processes, tool support—have
been discussed in the learning science literature, but this pa-
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per combines them into a single model, adapts them to fit the
software engineering domain, and explicitly discusses how
the different processes activate other processes. We’d like
to stress that the regulation processes and their connections
to each other are complex. It is important to understand not
only the pieces involved but also how they work together—
this is achieved by the modes of regulation. We also used
the model to derive an “action-oriented” instrument for eliciting how regulation occurs in software development teams.
Our colleagues in the learning sciences have indicated to us
that a similar instrument could prove to be very useful in the
learning domain. Thus, composing the model and adapting it
to software engineering has brought potential benefits to the
learning domain as well.
Moving forward, we believe the model could be adapted for
other knowledge work domains. Indeed, software developers
are often described as the “prototype of the future knowledge
worker”2 as they tend to innovate and adopt tools before other
knowledge workers do (e.g., email, Wikipedia, and GitHub).
We suggest that adapting and applying the model and instrument to other domains would bring other important insights.
Beyond the team: Understanding collaboration in organizations and communities

We propose that the Model of Regulation can be used to describe collaboration practices across any unit of collaboration, from small teams, to project-wide teams, to communities of thousands of participants (e.g., the Ruby on Rails
project has more than 2,700 contributors3 ). In this paper, we
have discussed how the model can be applied to small industrial teams. However, as part of our larger research project,
we have applied the Model of Regulation to the Neo4J open
source development community and explored how stakeholders from a wider community can “regulate” development activities. For example, users of the Neo4J graphing technology
(through GitHub and their Google Groups channels) give input to and request features from core Neo4J developers [1].
Through our industrial case studies, the vocabulary provided
by the model allowed us and the practitioners we interviewed
to have rich discussions about collaboration as we could make
reference to very specific processes related to an activity (e.g.,
Task Understanding, Enacting) at different levels (self-, co-,
shared). These discussions allowed us to reflect on collaboration beyond the individual and team levels and understand
where practices and tools could be improved. One of our
interviewees mentioned they found many benefits from using this vocabulary and that they continued to reflect on their
practices and tool use some time after their interview with us.
From a theory to actionable principles, work practices,
and tools

The model we present in this paper is based on the concept of
regulation, which considers collaboration at a metacognitive
level and explores behaviour, cognition, and motivation. Our
2 http://allankelly.blogspot.ca/2014/04/

theprototype-of-future-knowledge.html
3 https://github.com/rails/rails
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Model of Regulation can be used as a descriptive model because it allows one to describe how regulation occurs within
a collaboration unit and how tools support regulation. However, we believe that the model also shows promise as a prescriptive model that can be used to guide processes and suitable tool support for practitioners. The modes of regulation illustrate how collaboration requires individual efforts, interactions with other participants, and an awareness of the group’s
state (an important factor as discussed by Gutwin et al. [13]).
The processes of regulation provide a high-level guideline for
tasks and suggest how tools can help support regulation. We
propose that the model’s tool support component helps connect the theory with tool design principles, which is something we wish to explore in future work. Furthermore, we
believe the instrument drawn from the model can be used
to guide tools evaluations and comparisons of collaborative
practices within or across a single or multiple units of collaboration.
While the theory is an important product of our research, we
are particularly excited about the action-oriented principles
and insights it provides regarding the practices and tools required to support regulation in software development. For
example, regulation tool support—an important part of the
model—can be used to provide explanations as to why a particular technological ecosystem is formed around a task, allowing us to understand the role of specific tools, something
we have struggled with (such as why developers use Slack in
addition to many other communication channels [29]).
Using our model, tools and channels can also be analyzed and
classified based on the processes of regulation they support.
For instance, Trello is effective for Goal Setting processes
through mirroring and awareness mechanisms, while Slack
supports conversations that lead to the alignment of ideas,
thus providing support for Task Understanding.
LIMITATIONS

We recognize that our Model of Regulation may need further refinements when applied to future software engineering
projects and development contexts. In particular, the model
does not include considerations for the different stakeholders that may be involved (such as testers) and it may not include concepts that encompass the diverse nature of interactions that take place in a project nor consider other factors
(such as time zones, cultural issues, and language in global
software development [3]). However, the iterative refinement
of the model presented in this paper was effective at helping
us understand the benefits of the many different tools developers use (as discussed earlier in the paper) and the regulation
activities of users in an open source community. Although we
lack space to discuss the open source community case study
we performed, we refer the interested reader to a related thesis for more details and insights about how the model was
adapted and applied [1].
The usefulness of the model was validated in part by applying
the derived instrument through the case studies we discussed
in this paper. The instrument was able to bring insights on
how regulation activities occurred across these two contrast-
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ing projects (one co-located setting and one distributed setting). However, we note that two case studies means we cannot generalize the application of the model. However, we
strived to offset this limitation by checking the completeness
of the instrument with two domain experts as we developed
it, as well as piloting the instrument with two other developers before conducting our two case studies. As we conduct
future interviews, we expect the instrument to go through at
least some minor refinements in the questions it asks, which
may in turn lead to changes in the model itself.
Through our research to date, we recognize the model does
not have mechanisms to conduct a quantitative analysis of
productivity, but perhaps integrating methods from the PSP
and TSP approaches [19, 20] can help overcome this limitation. Using the Model of Regulation may help reveal variables of interest (e.g., how frequently tools are used to regulate activities) that could be measured quantitatively.
Finally, this paper has shown how the instrument (and in turn,
the model) can be used as a descriptive theory. Our future
work will aim to investigate whether the model can be used
to provide prescriptive recommendations and to then validate
those in other studies.
CONCLUSIONS

Collaboration has become an integral aspect of software engineering. The widespread availability and adoption of social
channels has led to a participatory culture where developers
frequently collaborate with and learn from one another [42].
While collaboration in software engineering has been studied
extensively, gaining an understanding of collaboration in today’s participatory development culture is challenging as current models and frameworks were developed before the community embraced socially enabled channels [40]. Moreover,
many of today’s development contexts occur beyond the confines of a team or organization, and how the individual, team,
and community regulate development and learning activities
is critical to a project’s success.
This paper described how we adopted and adapted concepts
from the theory of regulated learning from the learning sciences to form a Model of Regulation. We demonstrated how
the model, through a questionnaire instrument we developed,
can be used to gain insights into the work practices, tool
needs, and friction points of two contrasting development
teams. In comparison to other collaboration models applied
in a software development context, our model is potentially
highly prescriptive as well as descriptive. We discussed how
the model could lead to actionable outcomes for a software
development team or project.
Developers now use a complex constellation of tools to support their work [42]—not just development tools, but also
a wide array of productivity, communication, and social
tools—and understanding and articulating why these tools are
used is challenging. We propose that the Model of Regulation provides a theoretical basis for evaluating and comparing the affordances and friction points of the tools used
and can bring insights into collaborative work practices. Understanding how individuals and teams of developers can be
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more productive is something companies and researchers care
deeply about. We anticipate that the Model of Regulation can
be used as a canvas for understanding productivity gains and
challenges.
Finally, we believe this model can be applied to knowledge
work domains outside of the learning sciences and software
engineering. We believe that the Model of Regulation plays a
complementary role to other models and frameworks offered
by the CSCW community and will bring insights into how
knowledge workers regulate their work and learning activities
and how they collaborate with one another.
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Appendix
Reflection on the Goal Setting process

Continuous changes to the project prevents P1’s team from creating long-term plans. Therefore, their Goal Setting process
focuses on immediate tasks. In the case of P2 and P3, their Goal Setting process is defined at both high and low levels, and
their working culture defines how to approach each aspect of their planning. Details about the interviewees’ experiences for this
process of regulation are presented in Table 4.
Interestingly, interviewees declared that their current working culture slowly emerged over time, and today, the shared agreements
(e.g., quality standards, regular procedures) followed by all members make the work easier.

Goal Setting
Observation

Distributed Team Practices and Tool Support

Co-Located Team Practices and Tool Support

The team does not have access to higher-level strategic
plans and their requirements change rapidly. Because of
this, they must create small, specific goals.

The team places a greater focus on product quality rather
than making a deadline. “If it takes an extra day, but you
will feel happier with the quality and this is acceptable for the
customers, go for it.” [P3]
P2 and P3 described that “at the higher levels, responsibilities
are weighed out and we know what are we going to do, and at
the lower level, what comes out is that each task is assigned
to a person and it’s documented by the leader they work with.”
[P2]
The team holds weekly meetings and the team leaders check
in through Slack daily. If team members need help, they create a direct message through Slack or request a face-to-face
meeting.
Tools: Face-to-face discussions, Slack.

Self-regulation

In preparation for each daily stand-up meeting, P1 creates a
report.
Tools: Personal notes, to-do lists on Wunderlist, and configuration of task reminders through a Slack bot.

Co-regulation

Using Slack, P1 checks on everyone’s planning activities and
has a record of the conversations that have occurred. This
checking is more likely to happen when there are dependencies between P1’s tasks and someone else’s work.
Tools: Slack, Google Hangouts (usage criteria is the same as
the Task Understanding process), some people use a tool similar to Trello.
The team holds daily stand-up meetings in which each participant discusses the tasks they completed the previous day and
describes their plans for the current day.
Tools: Slack, Google Hangouts. Formal documentation follows the same criteria as the Task Understanding process.

Shared regulation

Each team leader creates a work plan, and in the weekly meeting each team member describes what they will get done during the week. Both P2 and P3 reported having defined quality
standards which make their work flow a lot easier, however,
“coming into that standing order was a 3-hour debate back in
the day.” [P2] Plans are divided into individual goals: Git issues are then created for each goal and later visualized using
Waffle.io.
Tools: GitHub issues, Waffle.io.

Table 4. Goal Setting, the Model of Regulation in action: work practices and tool support of practitioners in two different organizations. P1 works on a
distributed team and P2 & P3 work on a co-located team.

Reflection on the Enacting process

In both projects, interviewees highlighted that their team purpose is to always follow the plan, however, unexpected things
usually come up. This situation was experienced more often by P1’s team. Also, all interviewees reported actively using Slack
to support individual work and their teammates’ work. In both projects, participants use a specific Slack channel as an internal
question-answer system, where anyone can get help or provide prompt feedback.
When discussing strategies for motivational engagement, P1 reported having a supportive team culture although this was never
explicitly discussed among members. P2 and P3 mentioned that all team members openly contribute with strategies for maintaining motivation and engagement. Table 5 presents the Enacting work practices of both projects.
Reflection on the Adapting process

Software projects are characterized by their changing nature and loosely defined scope, which sometimes requires adjustments to
the work even after a plan has been set. The interviewees showed they were aware of this fact and reported established practices
they follow to make adaptations to their work, as shown in Table 6. Also, P2 and P3 said that documentation about changes is
not always created, and if it is, the rationale of the change or adaptation is often omitted.
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Enacting
Plan execution
Observation

Self-regulation
Co-regulation

Shared-regulation
Motivational engagement
Observation

Self-regulation

Co-regulation

Shared-regulation
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Distributed Team Practices and Tool Support

Co-Located Team Practices and Tool Support

The team’s goal is to follow the plan agreed upon in the
daily stand-up meeting, however, it is not unusual to encounter unexpected problems.

Even though the plan is accurate, things are sometimes
modified during plan execution due to the dynamic nature
of the software projects. “The important thing that I bring
out immediately is that we have this plan, something that we
are meant to do, and then without fail something will come up.”
[P2]
P2 and P3 spend time each day making sure everyone on the
team is on track, which is expected from their administrative
positions.
The team helps each other execute their individual tasks using
a ‘developer channel’ Slack channel which was designed for
“Trying to encourage people to broadcast what they are doing
and encourage feedback and cross-communication.” [P3]
Same as the co-regulation mode for Enacting - Plan execution.

P1 tries to follow their work plan, however, requirements tend
to change often (within hours), which also changes the expected output of their work.
Team members use a ‘help request’ Slack channel to “report
issues if we are stuck and having troubles with the task we said
we were going to complete that day.” [P1]
Same as the co-regulation mode for Enacting - Plan execution.
There is no explicit agreement on strategies for staying engaged and motivated, however, the team appears to believe
in mutually supporting each other.“Feeling everybody wants
to help you is what makes it good [...] knowing that you’re not
given a task and sent alone to a room helps.” [P1]
P1 tries to keep a positive attitude.

All teammates help each other, promptly answering questions
on Slack, providing guidance when needed, celebrating when
the work is done, and trying to keep everybody engaged in long
video calls.
There is no collective discussion about motivational and engagement strategies, but all teammates help to maintain the
supportive culture.

All team members contribute with strategies and support
for motivational engagement. “People are very crucial—to
help each other and even feel sympathetic when it is really
shitty.” [P2]
P3 tries to do things in a creative way and regularly thinks of
the motto ‘action precedes motivation’: “It’s basically I really
don’t feel like doing something but just do it for five minutes
and usually after that five-minute period all of a sudden you’re
like in the groove.” P2 uses the 30-minute Pomodoro Technique: “You tell yourself I have to work for 30 minutes and
after 30 minutes I get a treat... although to be honest, at the
end of that, I’m in the zone so much I don’t stop.”
The team has a culture of mutual support. “It’s uncompetitive and so people are very much willing to help and they care
about each other’s happiness.” [P3]
“In regular communication we try to decide if [the employees]
are happy with the things they are working on. If not, what
would make them happy and try to find opportunities...” [P3]
Team members also encourage a culture of mutual support:
“trying to use a bit of thanks and cheering upon the [Slack]
channel when things are going well.” [P2]

Table 5. Enacting, the Model of Regulation in action: work practices and tool support of practitioners in two different organizations. P1 works on a
distributed team and P2 & P3 work on a co-located team.

Adapting
Observation

Self-regulation

Co-regulation
Shared-regulation

Distributed Team Practices and Tool Support

Co-Located Team Practices and Tool Support

The team’s task understanding and plans are re-adapted
every couple of hours due to constant changes in project
requirements.

Adaptations are made everyday, however, not every change
is documented. This depends on the possible number of
people the change affects and whether the information
might be important in the future.
Individual adaptation was not explicitly discussed during the
interviews.

Constant changes to the project require P1 to also adapt their
individual plans.
Tools: Slack and Google Hangouts to communicate changes
and updates.
Same as the self-regulation mode listed above.
New plans or adaptations are defined by the project managers.
If an adaptation is required, the practice is to record notes at
the bottom of the applicable documents or create visible comments on the specific part. However, “sometimes they would
not have done the proper homework ahead of time”, meaning
the original plan is incomplete and it looks bad for them to
leave specifications as visible changes. So, “they directly edit
the original bit, which won’t show the change.” [P1]

If a change is required, it is implemented but documentation is
created only if “we think it’s important and useful for others to
know.” [P3]
Adaptations are documented on Google Drive most of the time:
“We would document changes with comments and stuff like
that, we would annotate or just change the document... We
would document what we wanted to do, but not necessarily
why, unless it’s really important to the future task understanding.” [P3] Interestingly, the increasing team complexity (team
size) is affecting how much documentation is produced: “As
we are growing, we are doing more documentation.” [P3]

Table 6. Adapting, the Model of Regulation in action: work practices and tool support of practitioners in two different organizations. P1 works on a
distributed team and P2 & P3 work on a co-located team.
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